RFID Solutions: Hospitality

Serve up a smarter way to track your essentials with RFID solutions from Zebra

With Zebra’s RFID solutions, Quick Service Restaurants and hospitality businesses can deliver, plate after plate. RFID readers and tracking software help ensure sensitive items are in the right place at the right time. And RFID helps businesses use products while they’re still fresh, maximizing investment and minimizing waste. From tags to readers to software, Zebra’s RFID solutions give you total visibility into every step of the food supply chain.

Give customers an experience that keeps them coming back

- Item-level inventory management
- Loss prevention
- Store replenishment
- Customer experience
- Omni-channel fulfillment
- Brand authentication
- Point of sale
RFID Solutions: Hospitality

Hardware

**ZBR2100 and ZBR4100 Inlays**
For standard environments or precision reading, these inlays offer market-leading performance on 4-inch wide labels.

**ZS300 Electronic Sensor**
The ZS300 Sensor and ZB200 Bridge provide accurate temperature and location data continuously in real-time and enable the creation of reports to assist in maintaining quality and compliance requirements.

**FX9600 Fixed Reader**
Automate nearly every aspect of your inventory management with industry-leading read rates, exceptional read accuracy, and superior RF sensitivity.

**RFD40 Standard Sled**
Work more efficiently. Optimize cycle-counting with industry-best read rates, read range and increased battery capacity. Most importantly, it connects to current and future Zebra mobile computers, so you get a future-proof device.

**Dock Door RFID Portals**
These integrated portals can reduce the need for manual scanning at common chokepoints, and feature specialized antennas to tune out cross-talk.

*Not available in all regions

Software

**IoT Connector**
Easily route data and customize your Zebra fixed RFID readers with simple drag-and-drop programming options.

**Zebra MotionWorks Enterprise™: RFID Reader Management**
Control up to thousands of RFID readers and a range of Zebra passive RFID readers in a single platform, enterprise-wide and in multiple locations.

Note: Products and specifications subject to change without notice.

See the solution at work in the RFID for Hospitality Video
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